Abstract. Let X be a simply connected space and F p be a prime field. The algebra of normalized singular cochains N * (X; F p ) admits a natural homotopy structure which induces natural Steenrod operations on the Hochschild homology HH * N * (X; F p ) of the space X. The primary purpose of this paper is to prove that the J. Jones isomorphism HH * N * (X; F p ) ∼ = H * (X S 1 ; F p ) identifies theses Stenrood operations with those defined on the cohomology of the free loop space with coefficients in F p . The other goal of this paper is to describe a theoritic model which allows to do some computations.
Introduction.
Let A = {A i } i≥0 be a augmented differential graded algebra over the field F P . The homology of the normalized Hochschild chain complex C * A is called the Hochschild homology (with coefficients in A) of (A, d A ) and is denoted by HH * A. Let X be a simply connected space. In 1987, J.D.S. Jones [10] Here B p denotes the large mod p-Steenrod algebra and A p = B p /(P 0 = id) denotes the usual mod p-Steenrod algebra.
In this paper we give an affirmative answer to (Q.1) and (Q.3) and a partial answer to (Q.2). For this purpose we introduce the notion of π-shc algebra where π denotes the cyclic group of order a fixed prime p (1.6). More precisely we prove:
Theorem A. Let p be a prime and A be the mod p reduction of a graded module over Z and denote by β the Bockstein homomorphism. If A is a π-shc algebra over F p then for any i ∈ Z and any x ∈ (HH * A)
n there exist well defined homology classes Sq i (x) ∈ (HH * A) 
Theorem B.
1) The algebra N * X is naturally a π-shc algebra. Moreover, any two natural structural maps defining a π-shc structure on N * X are π-homotopic.
2) If X is 1-connected then, the Jones'quasi-isomorphism CN
* X → C * (X S 1 ) identifies the algebraic Steenrod operations, defined on HH * N * X by theorem A, with the topological Steenrod operations on H * (X S 1 ; F p ).
In §3 we develop the construction of a convenient model for a π-shc algebra. But, at it can be easily imagined, explicit computations with this model are not very tractable in general (cf. Example 3.9).
These two theorems are a generalization of theorem A and B, in [2] . In fact, we proved that the Jones' homomorphism induces a commutative diagram
−→ N * ΩX where the horizontal arrows in the lower lines are induced from the canonical fibration ΩX → X S 1 → X and HJ X (resp. HJ X ) is an isomorphism of commutative graded algebras (resp. of commutative graded Hopf algebras). Now following the lines of the proof of theorem B and of [2] -II- §3 we obtain: Theorem C. If X is 1-connected then the homomorphisms, Hι, Hρ, HJ X and HJ X respect Steenrod operations.
The paper will be organized as follows: § 1 -Proof of theorem A. § 2 -Prof of theorem B § 3 -π shc model. Appendix A -Technicalities on shc algebras. Appendix B -Equivariant acyclic model theorem.
We would like to thank Katsuhiko Kuribayashi and Luc Menichi for helpfull conversations during the preparation of this paper. §1 Proof of theorem A.
1.1 Preliminaries. Throughout the paper, p is a fixed prime, and we work over a field F p . If π is any finite group, the group ring F p [π] is a augmented algebra. If two π-linear maps f and g are π-linear homotopic we write f ≃ π g.
Algebraic Steenrood operations.
The material involved in this section is contained in [13] . Let π = {1, τ, ..., τ p−1 } be the cyclic group of order p. We identify τ with the [π] where each W i is a right projective π-module and ∂ is π-linear. We choose a linear map η : F p → W such that ǫ W • η = id Fp . Necessarily, such η satisfies also η • ǫ W ≃ id W .
Let A = {A i } i∈Z be a differential graded algebra (not necessarily associative). We denote by m (p) (resp. (Hm) (p) ) the iterated product a p ) )...) (resp. the iterated product induced on HA by m (p) ). Assume that π acts trivially on A and diagonally on W ⊗ A ⊗p . If there exists a π-chain map θ such that the left hand diagram induces the right hand diagram which is commutative:
⊗p then for any i ∈ Z and any x ∈ H n A there exist well defined homology classes
such that:
4) If
A is the mod p reduction of a free graded module over Z then β • P i−1 = iP i if p = 2 and if p > 2 P i = β • P i . Moreover these classes do not depend on the choice of W neither on η, and are natural with respect to homomorphisms of algebras commuting with the structural maps θ. These algebraic Steenrod operations do not in general satisfy: P i (x) = 0 if i < 0, P 0 (x) = x, the Cartan formula and the Adem relations.
Cartan formula. Assume
is a π-complex and thatθ is a π-chain map. If ev 0 : Hom(W, A) → A denotes the evaluation map on the generator e 0 = η(1) of W 0 , the left hand diagram induces the right hand diagram which is commutative.
A
Let ψ : W → W ⊗ W be a diagonal approximation and let m denotes the product in the algebra A. The formula 
Proof. We consider the standard small free resolution of a finite cyclic group [5] : the (right) π-free acyclic chain complex defined by:
and if τ is a fixed generator of π then ∂e 2i+1 = (1 + τ )e 2i , ∂e 2i = (1 + τ + ... + τ p−1 )e 2i−1 . The augmentation ǫ W : W → F p is defined by ǫ W (e i ) = 0 , i > 0 and ǫ W (e 0 ) = 1. Let △A ⊂ A ⊗p be the subspace generated by the image of the diagonal map △ : A → A ⊗p a → a ⊗p . Thus π acts trivially on the sub-algebra △A, and there exists a π-module 
Sq n−j xSq −n+i+k y = j+k=i Sq j xSq k y . 
Recall also that the Hochschild complex of A, is the graded vector space
Henceforth we shall discard the lower star in C * A and write CA. The associatavity of the algebra A is necessary to prove that d • d = 0 in BA as well as in CA and if A is commutative then BA (resp. CA) is a differential graded Hopf algebra (resp. a differential graded algebra.) Since we are interested to the case A = N * (X), and since this differential graded algebra is not commutative but only strongly homotopy commutative (a shc algebra for short), [15] , it seems natural for our purpose, to consider shc algebra in order to define a product on CA.
A shc algebra is a pair (A, µ) such that µ : ΩB(A ⊗2 )→ΩBA is a homomorphism of differential graded algebras where α • µ • i A⊗A = m A (m A denotes the product in A). Moreover, µ satisfies the unity axiom, the associativity axiom and the commutativity axiom as described in [15] . Therefore, we need to enrich the notion of shc algebra.
1.6 π-shc algebra. Let (A, d, µ) be a shc algebra. For any n ≥ 2, by Lemma A.3, there exists a homomorphism of differential graded algebras, called the shc iterated structural map
A shc algebra (A, µ) is, a π-shc algebra if there exits a mapκ A : ΩB(A ⊗p ) → Hom(W, A) which is both a π-linear map and a homomorphism of differential graded algebras such that the next diagram commutes, up to a derivation homotopy.
and on ΩB(A ⊗p ) by the rule σ ∈ π , σ < y 1 |y 2 |...
If (A, µ,κ A ) is a π-shc algebra then the next diagram commutes, up to a π-linear homotopy:
and the Steenrod operations, defined for x = cl(a) ∈ H n A by : In order to construct Steenrod operations on C(A) we need to compare Hom(W, CA) and CHom(W, A). But this last expression is not defined unless Hom(W, A) is associative. If p = 2, the diagonal approximation considered in the proof of Proposition 1.4 is not coassociative. Thus, for p odd, we will consider the standard resolution of a finite cyclic group π, [14] , [1] . The Alexander-Whitney diagonal approximation ψ W , admits the counity ǫ and is strictly coassociative.
Proposition. If A is a differential graded algebra and if (W, ψ W ) is a coassaciative coalgebra then there exists a natural chain map φ A such that the following diagram commutes
Moreover, φ is π-linear (π acts trivially on B = A , CA, diagonally on Hom(W, B)).
Proof. We define φ A by:
W and s : A → sA denotes the suspension of degrees. Obviously, φ A is natural in A. Let us check in detail that φ A commutes with the differentials.
Observe that we need also the coassociativity property of the coproduct ψ W in the proof of the second equality. It is straightforward to check that the remaining claims in 1.7 hold.
End of the proof of Theorem
(compare with 1.5). Consider φ A as defined above, then applying the functor C to the diagram that appear in the definition of a π-shc algebra (1.6), we obtain the following diagram:
where σ ranges over all (n 1 , n 2 , ..., n p )-shuffles and observe that the set of all (n 1 , n 2 , ..., n p )-shuffles coincides with the set of all (λ(n 1 ), λ(n 2 ), ..., λ(n p ))-shuffles when λ ∈ S p . c) C(α A ⊗p ) is a homomorphism of differential graded algebras. This follows directly from F4, F6 and F8.
From, properties a), b), c) and following the lines of the proof on [13]-Proposition 2.3, (sketched in the proof of Proposition 1.4), using the section s A ⊗p , this diagram defines natural Steenrod operations on HH * (A). In order to establish the Cartan formula it is enough, by Proposition 1.4, to prove that H * κ A respects products. This is Lemma A.5. Naturality follows directly from Lemma A.6. §2 -Proof of theorem B. 
Let us denote by µ (p)
X : ΩB ((N * X) ⊗p ) → ΩBN * X the iterated shc structural map and by
8 for more details on twisting cochains). We want to construct a twisting cochain t
is a π-shc algebra. Moreover, by Corollary B.4,κ X is well determined up to a π-linear homotopy, and so the first part of theorem B will be proved.
Proof of part 1. We construct t
′ by induction on the degree in W = {W i } i≥0 and on the bar degree:
. It suffices to prove this last formula for the elements
Precise that π acts diagonally on B(N * X) ⊗p ⊗ B(N * X) ⊗p and on W ⊗ W and that ∆ (resp. ψ) are π-linear. We check in detail that:
Once again, it suffices to prove this formula for the elements e 0 σ ∈ W 0 :
and λ is a natural π-linear transformation of degree 0 such that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy (N * X) 
Thirdly, we assume that, for some k ≥ 1, there is a π-linear map t ′ :
is acyclic on the models {△ n } n≥0 . We define the natural transformation:
(The inductive hypothesis ensures us that T i,X (y) is well defined.) Let us check in detail thatDT i,X = 0 whenD denotes the differential in Hom(F X, N * X). Observe that, for any generator e i of W i and if y ∈ F X, the inductive hypothesis implies : (
Thus we obtain:
Now D T i,X (y) = 0, since each line in the last equality is 0. Theorem B.4, establishes the existence of a natutal transformation
Let e i be any generator of W i and y ∈ F X,
We have thus constructed a twisting cochain t
′ X ∈ Hom 1 (B ((N * X) ⊗p ) , Hom(W, N * X)) such that t ′ X is natural in X and t ′ X is π-linear.
Proof of part 2.
Recall the notation introduced in [2]-Part II- §3. In particular, consider the simplicial model K of S 1 , and the cosimplicial space X defined as X(n) = Map(K(n), X) whose geometric realization ||X|| is homemorphic to X S 1 . Moreover, there is a natural equivalence ψ X : T otC * X−→N * ||X|| , where T otC * X denotes the total complex of the simplicial complex C * X. On the other hand, J. Jones, [10]-6.3, has proved that there is natural chain map θ X : CN * X → T otC * X such that, if X is 1-connected, the composite J X = ψ X • θ X induces an isomorphism HH * N * X ∼ = H * X S 1 . We obtain the following diagram in the category of π-differential graded modules:
where Γ X denotes any natural structural map defining the usual Steenrood operations, [13] . The functor X → C ((N * X) ⊗p ) preserves the units and is acyclic and the functor X → Hom(W, N * ||X||) is corepresentable on the models M, (see [2] -II-lemma 3.9) . Therefore, by Corollary B.4, there exists a π-linear natural transformation
Consequently, the second part of theorem B is proved. §3 π-shc models.
We continue the study of the homotopy category of π-shc algebras by constructing a convenient model of these algebras. As it would be expected this model is rather complicated. Nevertheless, in the topological case, it provides a theoretical object simpler than the singular cochain algebra.
Minimal algebra. Let V = {V
i } i≥1 be a graded vector space and let T V denotes the free graded algebra generated by V : [8] , [6] , [7] , (T V, d V ) is unique up to isomorphisms.
Minimal model of a product. Assume that (
, n ≥ 1. By the discussion above, for each n ≥ 1, we obtain a sequences:
For n ≥ 2, consider the homomorphism
) is the minimal model of A ⊗n .
Lemma. (Equivariant lifting lemma.) Let π any finite group and consider i) a graded free π-module, U = {U
iii) two differential graded algebras, A and B, which are also π-complexes, iv) a homomorphism of differential graded algebras, f : (T U, d) → B, which is π-equivariant, v) a sujective quasi-isomorphism, ϕ : A → B, of differential graded algebras which is π-equivariant.
Then there exists a homomorphism of differential graded algebras g : (T U, d) → B which is π-equivariant and such that
Proof. We choose a homogeneous linear basis {u i } i∈I of the π-free graded module U with I a well-ordered set. We denote by U <i the sub-π-module generated by the elements u i , j < i. The minimality condition together with the 1-connectivity condition imply that du i ∈ T (U <i ). Suppose that g : (T (U <i ), d) → B has been constructed so that g is π-equivariant and ϕ
, and we check that ϕ • g(σu i ) = f (σu i ) and dg(σu i ) = g(dσu i ).
π-shc-minimal model.
For any integer n > 1 the group S n acts on
are S n -linear. Since the natural map α A ⊗n is a S n -equivariant surjective quasi-isomorphism, Lemma 3.3 implies that the composite 
Indeed, it is straighforward to check that if π acts trivially on A and A ′ and if f, g : A → A ′ are homotopic in DA, then Hom(W, f ) and Hom(W, g) are π-homotopic in DA. It remains to show that ψ V is a homomorphism π-shc algebras. This follows directly from the commutativity up to π-homotopy in DA of the diagram
As in 1.6, we deduce:
)(e n−i−1 )) . The last equality comes from the condition (⋆) and the fact that Ωsh is π-linear. Now observe that ϕV :
The formula now follows from the definition ofκ V .
3.7 shc-equivalence. Two shc algebras (resp. π-shc algebras) A and A ′ are shc equivalent,
, and A, A ′ have the same π-shc minimal model. Two spaces X and Y are shc equivalent (resp. π-shc equivalent) if the differential graded algebras N * X and N * Y are shc equivalent (resp. π-shc equivalent).
3.8. Example. We exhibit two spaces X and Y which are shc equivalent but not π-shc equivalent. Let us consider X = Σ Furthermore, H * = H * X = F 2 a 4 ⊕ F 2 a 6 ∼ = H * Y as graded algebras (with trivial products). Hence X and Y have the same minimal model say (T V, d V ) with
identifies the two copies of V . Moreover, |µ i (x#y)| > 6 for any x, y ∈ V . Therefore ψ • µ i (x#y) = 0. This yields the commutative diagram
Thus, by Proposition 3.6,κ 1 (a 4 #a 4 )(e 1 ) = a 6 whileκ 2 (a 4 #a 4 )(e 1 ) = 0. Nowκ 1 ,κ 2 are not π-homotopic, and hence X and Y are not π-shc equivalent.
Example. We compute the Steenrod operations on HH
First, recall that, endowed with the shuffle product,
Cm → CT (u), the complex CT (u) is a commutative differential graded algebra. We consider the homomorphism of differential graded algebras ρ :
. As proved in [11] -Proposition 3.1.2, ρ is a quasiisomorphism of differential graded algebras. In particular, T (u) ⊗ Λsu ∼ = HH * T (u) as commutative graded algebras.
Secondly, we define a structure of π-shc algebra on T (u). Let V = uF 2 and set
As in the proof of Proposition 3.6,κ defines the Steenrod operations on HT (u) = T (u): Sq 0 (u) = u, Sq 2 = u 2 and Sq i u = 0 if i = 0, 2. By Proposition 3.6 one deduces thatκ is the unique π-shc structural map on T (u) with the Steenrod operations defined above. Now in order to compute the Steenrod operations on HH * T (u) we consider the structural mapθ = φ • Cκ : C TV → Hom(W, CT (u)), and a linear section S of id W ⊗
. Then Steenrod operations are defined by:
), x ∈ HH n T (u). Finally observe that S is uniquely determined in low degrees as follows:
(Here we make the convention that e −1 = 0.) Therefore, sinceθ respects the products and with the aid of Proposition 3.6, we can do the following computations:
]) = 0. Thus the Steenrod operations are completely defined on HH * T (u) = T (u) ⊗ Λsu, by the Cartan formula and the formulas:
We recover the topological Steenrod squares on
. The technics developped in this example, can be performed in order to study the case when
Appendix A -Technicalities on shc-algebras.
In this appendix we lay the material necessary in order to complete the proof of Theorem A.
A.1 Lemma. Let A, A ′ be two shc algebras and let f , g ∈ DA(A, A ′ ) be such that f ≃ DA g. If f is a shc homomorphism then g is a shc homomorphism. 
A.2 Trivialized extensions. Let TEX A be the category of trivialized extensions of A in DA in the sense of [15]-2.1:
The following facts are proved in [15] or straightforward to prove.
F4 If (A, µ A ) and (A ′ , µ A ′ ) are shc algebras then there exists a natural homomorphism
is a shc algebra. In particular, A ⊗n , n ≥ 2 is naturally a shc algebra.
F5
The homomorphism α ΩBA : ΩBΩBA → ΩBA admits a section θ ΩBA ∈ DA(ΩBA, ΩBΩBA).
F6 If (A, µ A ) is a shc algebra so is ΩBA.
F8 If (A, µ A ) is a shc algebra then α A : ΩBA → A is a strict shc homomorphism.
A.3 Lemma. Let (A, d, µ) be a shc algebra. For any n ≥ 2, there exists a homomorphism of differential graded algebras (called the shc iterated structural map)
is a strict homomorphism of shc algebras.
Proof. Let A 1 and A 2 be two differential graded algebras. From F3, we deduce that there exists a natural homomorphism of differential graded algebras:
A then the identities (⋆) and α
. The last statement is Proposition 4.5 in [15] .
Proof. a) Let us denote [g 0 , g 1 , ..., g n ] ∈ G × n + 1 a generator on W n and recall the linear homotopy k :
b) The proof is similar to the end of the proof of part a). A) and the following equalities prove that ψ A is a homomorphism of differential graded algebras. −→ ΩB(A ⊗ A) . The right hand square commutes, up to homotopy in DA, by part c-(ii) and thus so does the left hand square. This proves that f is a strict shc homomorphism. Conversely, if f is a shc map, by part c-(ii), the composite f • ev 0 is also a strict shc homomorphism. 
